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Real-world relationships are rarely as black and white as the classic Broadway musicals tend to paint

them. Tough circumstances, poor communication, and low self-esteem can often tear even the most

promising couples apart. Jason Robert Brown, the Tony Award-winner behind the musicals Parade,

Songs for a New World and 13, brings this sort of complex and visceral view of the modern couple to

the stage in The Last Five Years. Debuting in early 2001, this intimate two-actor musical has been

produced around the world, and will have just completed an extremely popular extended run in

London when Chagrin Valley Little Theatre's staging of it opens on October 29th.

In The Last Five Years, Andrew Rothman plays Jamie Wellerstein, an up-and-coming novelist who left

Columbia University to pursue his literary career in New York. Rebecca Marks plays Cathy Hiatt, a

struggling stage actress from New Jersey. As Jamie's writing takes him to new horizons, Cathy strives

to break out of summer stock and into Broadway. The plot is, at face value, straightforward; Jewish
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boy meets Catholic girl, they fall in love, marry, and eventually fall to pieces.

However, Jason Robert Brown lays out the story through an unusual twisting of the time line, in which

Cathy tells her side of the relationship starting with the post-mortem, while Jamie begins his telling of

the story with the first date. This is unique, bidirectional storytelling via fifteen original songs in varying

styles, accompanied by Dan Kamionkowski at the piano. Jacqi Loewy directs this production at the

Chagrin Valley Little Theatre.

-------------------------------------

And now, a brief chat with cast member ANDREW ROTHMAN.

Kate Miller: Tell me a little bit about your character, Jamie Wellerstein. 

Drew Rothman: Jamie Wellerstein is a thinly veiled representation of his creator, Jason Robert Brown.

He's a hot-shot novelist rather than a composer, but beyond that his character and the story in

general are so autobiographical that Brown's ex-wife threatened legal action if he didn't make the

female character, Cathy Hiatt, much less like her.

While Jamie's a very mature writer, he is a very immature lover. I feel it's my job as an actor to make

Jamie, who can seem like a self-centered ass, come across as a sympathetic character... almost a

tragic figure. He's a guy who means well, but is overwhelmed and ultimately unprepared to give his

marriage the support it needs.

KM: What are some of the quirks of working on a two-person show as opposed to being in a large

cast? 

DR: A two-person show (well, three actually... Dan, the pianist, performs twice as many numbers as

either of us!) is definitely much easier to rehearse because you can prepare on your own and

rehearse at someone's house or wherever there's a piano. The schedule is short (we've had less than

a dozen rehearsals in total) and every full rehearsal is spent on the acting with very little waiting

around. The rehearsal process has been focused on putting depth into the performance of the songs

and showing the audience what's not literally seen on the stage.

On the 'con' side, a two-person cast means a lot less of that camaraderie and socialization that makes

a big show fun to do. You show up, rehearse, and then go home, rather than going out afterward or

having a traditional 'cast party'. The Last Five Years is even more of a special case, since Jamie and

Cathy tell the story from opposite ends of the narrative, with Jamie starting at the beginning and

Cathy at the end. Even though we're both on stage together from curtain to curtain, we're not in the

same time-line, so we only directly look at each other and perform as a duo for about two minutes. It

can feel more like a one-person-show at times.

KM: What's your favorite number to perform in this show and why? 

DR: If I had to choose just one song, it'd probably be If I Didn't Believe In You, which comes later on in



the show as Jamie is having an argument with Cathy and trying to convince her that he still supports

her. Not only is it a beautiful song, but as an actor I get to explore a wide range of emotions. It's the

song where Jamie really expresses himself to Cathy, letting out his sense of disappointment and

helplessness in their marriage. It's also the only song where he completely lets his guard down to her,

ultimately showing the audience the roots of their failure as a couple. Even though I've sung the song

dozens of times in rehearsals and performances, I still find myself completely gripped by it.

KM: Why should people come to see The Last Five Years at the Chagrin Valley Little Theatre? 

DR: The Last Five Years is a musical that audiences don't get to enjoy live often enough, despite its

popularity with the "musical theater crowd" via the original cast recording. Since it's written for just two

actors and six musicians (we're just using the piano, which is plenty for the space), many theatres are

too large for something of that scale to really 'work' or too small to recoup the costs. The River Street

Playhouse, an all-volunteer operation run by Chagrin Valley Little Theatre with just sixty seats, is really

a perfect venue for this intimate type of material. The dual time-line presentation is inventive, and the

songs (which our pianist referred to as a cross between Stephen Sondheim and Ben Folds) are

brilliant.

In addition, the team involved in this production is a higher caliber than you'd normally see at the $10

ticket price; Rebecca Marks (Cathy) has appeared with Opera Cleveland and the Great Lakes Theater

Festival, as well as performances at the Cleveland Playhouse and the Hanna Theater. Our director,

Jacqi Loewy, has a long list of credits in Cleveland and NYC, including three years directing Tony N

Tina's Wedding, the longest running show in Cleveland history. This will be my second appearance in

this role, having performed it at Weathervane Playhouse under Jacqi's direction in 2006.

People should come and see The Last Five Years because it's a top-notch production of a marvelous

show, and a perfect example of why CVLT is still succeeding with year-round entertainment after

eighty-one seasons!

-------------------------------------

The Last Five Years (which is performed without an intermission) runs Friday and Saturday evenings

at 8 PM, October 29 - November 13. Tickets are $10 general admission, and are available at

www.CVLT.org, or by phone at 440-247-8955, Monday through Saturday from 1-6 PM.

Complete details on CVLT's 81st Season and dinner packages with local restaurants are available

online at www.CVLT.org. The theater is located at 56 River Street in historic Chagrin Falls Village.

For more information, visit:

www.CVLT.org 

www.twitter.com/chagrintheatre 

www.facebook.com/chagrintheatre
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### 

Do you have a Cleveland performing arts related event or story that would be of interest to our

readers? If so, contact Cleveland Performing Arts Examiner KATE MILLER at

KateMillerExaminer@yahoo.com with your pitch!
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Hospital with back pain. Doctors discovered he had Ewing's sarcoma, a
form of cancer that's very rare in children. Even though he's officially
cancer-free, Codey still visits Akron Children's and is always ha
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